
BRG GLOBAL CONSTRUCTION

QUANTUM AND COST

Our experts are trusted advisors to the world’s leading legal practices, construction firms, owners, 
funders and investors. BRG’s quantum experts have provided expert reports and testimony in a variety of 
international arbitration tribunals, including the ICC, SIAC, HKIAC, LCIA, CIETAC, ICSID, DIAC, ADCCAC, 
IAC, and KCAB. In addition to arbitration our experts have also given expert testimony in litigation, 
adjudication, mediation and other forms ADR. 

Construction disputes often involve third parties and centre on complex, technical issues, schedule and 
program delays, economic damages, time impacts, and contract interpretation and hence damages 
calculations require a multidisciplinary approach. Our construction industry resources include 
professionals with design, estimating, quantity surveying, project management, auditing and integrity 
monitoring experience on large-scale projects. BRG’s pool of global resources provide our clients with  
task specific teams that are able to analyse and entangle distressed major projects, these include:

BRG’s deep expertise ensures we deliver authoritative insight at any stage of the project or dispute life cycle.

INTELLIGENCE TH AT WORK S

BRG’s Global Construction practice provides quantum analysis 
on some of the largest and most complex disputes around the 
world with professionals located in Asia Pacific, the Middle East, 
the United Kingdom, and the Americas.
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Quantum and cost analysis  
around the world

About BRG
Berkeley Research Group, LLC (BRG) is a global consulting firm that helps leading organizations advance in three key 
areas: disputes and investigations, corporate finance, and performance improvement and advisory. Headquartered 
in California with offices around the world, we are an integrated group of experts, industry leaders, academics, data 
scientists and professionals working across borders and disciplines. We harness our collective expertise to deliver 
the inspired insights and practical strategies our clients need to stay ahead of what’s next.

THINKBRG.COM

Berkeley Research Group, LLC, including its subsidiaries, is not a CPA firm and does not provide audit, attest, or public accounting services.  
BRG is not a law firm and does not provide legal advice. BRG is an equal opportunity employer. The information provided is not intended to and does not 

render legal, accounting, tax, or other professional advice or services, and no client relationship is established with BRG by making any information 
available in this publication. None of the information contained herein should be used as a substitute for consultation with competent advisors.
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Low density 
polyethylene 
plant
ICC-London

Coal fired 
power plant
ICC-London

Marine – FSO fabrication
ICC-London/Dubai (virtual)

Processing facility
ICC-London

Mid-rise residential
ICC-Paris

Grade II 
listed building
Commercial 
Court-London

ECPm – process 
engineering
Stockholm Arbitration 
Centre-Stockholm

Process-bio energy
Finland Chamber of 
Commerce-Oslo

Combined cycle 
power plant
ICC-Paris

Magnesium 
oxide plant
ICC-London

EPC-power 
package 
contractor
ICC-Paris

Metro 
SIAC-Singapore

Process 
plant 
ICC-London

Petrochemical  
plant 
ICC-London

Railway
tunnel 
ICC-London

High rise 
development 
project
DIAC-Dubai

Liquified natural 
gas infrastructure
ICC-Singapore

Residential 
towers
DIAC-Dubai

Hotel 
development
DIAC-Dubai

Airport
ADCCAC-Abu Dhabi

Construction of two 
high-rise towers
ICC-Doha

Shopping mall
ICC-Paris

Stadium
ICC-London

Airport
ICC-Qatar

Polysilicon plant
ICC-Qatar

National library
ICC-Qatar

Commercial 
project
DIAC-Dubai

Education facility
ADCCAC-Abu Dhabi

Petrochemical 
plant 
ICC-South Korea

Highway 
Omani Law of 
Arbitration in 
Civil and Commercial 
Disputes-Oman

Airport 
ICC-Oman

Airport 
ICC-Oman

Airport 
ADCCAC-Abu Dhabi

Hospital 
DIAC-Dubai

Gas pipeline 
ADCCAC-Abu Dhabi

High rise 
residential
ICC-Dubai

Motorway 
intersection
ICC-Dubai

Rail infrastructure
ICC-Dubai

Multi tower high 
rise residential
DIAC-Dubai

National water 
distribution network 
ICC-Oman


